Tool: Educators Reflection Log

Welcome to your personal educators learning log. We encourage you to use it regularly or whenever you begin experimenting with various interventions. This will help you to make sense of what happens, how you felt about that and what insights you are gaining to implement changes for yourself, your students or provide feedback back to the i5 project.

By now you should have tried out different interventions with different students/courses. Let’s start to do some personal reflection.

We recommend that you select one of the five i5 pedagogical methods each time you engage in reflection:

- Make learning meaningful,
- Facilitate active engagement,
- Design for iteration,
- Develop supportive social interactions, and
- Foster joy and well-being.

You have the flexibility to choose which criteria to apply during each reflection. We simply suggest that you select a different one from the list each time you engage in reflection, and then revisit your text accordingly.

Regularly, every 1, 3 or 6 months, depending on your context

Please provide a concise description of the interventions you’ve implemented and wish to reflect upon for yourself.

What were the outcomes? Have you observed any gradual changes in student behavior or attitude over time?

What went according to your expectations? Were there any unintended positive or negative outcomes?

What challenges did you encounter the most? Could you explain the reasons behind these challenges?

What aspects were easier than you initially anticipated? What factors made them easier?
If you were to apply the intervention again within another context, what adjustments would you make this time?

Any learnings or insights from applying the intervention, which others (colleagues, i5 project, ...) would benefit from? Please share.

What elements, in terms of content or support, do you think are lacking to help you better integrate i5 methods into your pedagogical interventions?

Do you feel the design of the playbook supports you enough to be successful with the re-design of your interventions?

Did i5 methods used and applied in the last month/cycle contribute to change your skills (list major skills you think have changed)?

Where and how do you engage in reflection on the pedagogies/practices you've implemented, either during or after class?

Do you notice that i5 has brought learners, other educators or schools into action toward change in:

1. Visions about a different education system, economic system, role of organizations etc.
2. Mental Models
3. Systemic Structures
4. Pattern

**Personal Impact Assessment towards:**

Did you notice obvious changes in the learners? Please shortly indicate what you noticed.

1. Attitudes,
2. World Views,
3. Visions,
4. Values,
5. Beliefs
6. Perspectives
7. Relationships (myself, others, world)
8. Perspectives about Assessment